NOTES:
1) ALL DIMENSIONS IN MM
2) DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES PER ASME Y14.5–2009
3) DIMENSION B APPLIES TO METALIZED TERMINAL AND IS MEASURED BETWEEN 0.15 AND 0.30 MM FROM TERMINAL TIP

SYMBOL | MIN | MAX
--- | --- | ---
A. V | 0.00 | 1.00
A. W | 0.76 | 0.80
A. L | 1.40 | 1.70
A1 | 0.00 | 0.05
A3 | 0.20 | REF
B | 0.18 | 0.30
C | 4.30 | ECC
D2 | 2.42 | 2.62
E | 4.30 | ECC
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